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Missing Controller


	Error: 
	FilesController could not be found.


	Error: 
	Create the class FilesController below in file: app/Controller/FilesController.php


<?php
class FilesController extends AppController {

}



	Notice: 
	If you want to customize this error message, create app/View/Errors/missing_controller.ctp


Stack Trace

	APP/webroot/index.php line 108 → Dispatcher->dispatch(CakeRequest, CakeResponse) $Dispatcher->dispatch(

    new CakeRequest(),

    new CakeResponse()

);



 object(CakeRequest) {
	params => array(
		[maximum depth reached]
	)
	data => array([maximum depth reached])
	query => array([maximum depth reached])
	url => 'files/TBIP_Brochure.pdf'
	base => ''
	webroot => '/'
	here => '/files/TBIP_Brochure.pdf'
	[protected] _detectors => array(
		[maximum depth reached]
	)
	[protected] _input => ''
}
object(CakeResponse) {
	[protected] _statusCodes => array(
		[maximum depth reached]
	)
	[protected] _mimeTypes => array(
		[maximum depth reached]
	)
	[protected] _protocol => 'HTTP/1.1'
	[protected] _status => (int) 200
	[protected] _contentType => 'text/html'
	[protected] _headers => array([maximum depth reached])
	[protected] _body => null
	[protected] _file => null
	[protected] _fileRange => null
	[protected] _charset => 'UTF-8'
	[protected] _cacheDirectives => array([maximum depth reached])
	[protected] _cookies => array([maximum depth reached])
}
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